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in august 1997 stephen E robinson and craig L blomberg published
Inter Varsity press a book that broke important ground in LDS and
through intervarsity
evangelical circles the award winning book how wide the divide
A mormon and an evangelical in conversation is a bold attempt to conmormons and Evange
licals
duct an ongoing civil dialogue between cormons
evangelicals
As the title suggests HWD asks a significant question at issue is the
degree of difference and similarity between latter day saints and evangeli
cals by addressing these in an insightful scholarly and informative manner the book intends to elicit individual responses to the question the title
poses it does not attempt to impose authoritative answers to the question
that burden is left to the individual readers who based on the material
in the book and careful thinking must decide for themselves the breadth of
the divide
HID is distinctive because it presents for the first
the appearance of HWD
time in LDS circles since the B H roberts C van der donckt
doncet debate of
1902 a well informed and respectful public dialogue between two scholars
who seek to define explain and openly discuss their respective beliefs on
their own terms without surrendering to reckless polemics in this book
the question of who is ultimately right or wrong is temporarily set aside
because HWD attempts to navigate the sensitive unfamiliar waters of
real religious understanding it is expected the book will be subject to
intense scrutiny for some time to come several LDS and evangelical scholars have already taken occasion to express what they think about the book
their reactions as found in these earliest published reviews range from
high praise or sharp criticism to the more often trod middle path
the primary purpose of this introductory summation is to review the
main reviews and isolate the issues that seem of primary importance to
reviewers because the number of published LDS reviews is small and
because evangelical responses to the book have been voluminous legitimate questions may arise as to what degree the reviews discussed in this
essay are representative of either faith s viewpoint 2 nevertheless through
1
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this survey readers can at least be alerted to the issues that are most signific
nificant
ant to some of the more informed members of each community
by extracting the issues as the reviewers see them this essay will provide authors robinson and blomberg with a framework from which to
operate as they respond to the reviewers conclusions readers will of course
want to refer to the full text of any reviews to resolve any contextual questions it is not possible in this brief essay to be completely neutral or to
nuance each point properly

the books authors and unique format
this type of book could be effective only if written by qualified parties
robinson holds a doctorate degree in religious studies from duke university and blomberg a doctorate from the university of aberdeen scotland
in new testament robinson is a professor of ancient scripture at brigham
young university and blomberg is a professor of new testament at the
denver seminary affiliated with the conservative baptist association of
america although formal education does not guarantee accurate information both authors have distinguished themselves within their respective
communities as reliable scholars
the authors believe that the time for an honest straightforward and
civil discussion of each side s beliefs is long overdue in their view a discussion of this kind will establish a clear departure point for ongoing dialogue and a firm foundation upon which future discussants might build
budd in
robinson s words a major purpose of this book is to explain and to educate at last to hear and to tell the truth about each other 21 according
to blomberg the conversation is intended for recognizing our areas of
agreement and clarifying the nature of our disagreements 32
the book s unique format helps to establish an effective avenue for
future dialogue after an introduction authored separately by robinson
and blomberg four chapters treat what the authors believe to be primary
issues of christian theology they are scripture god and deification christ
and the trinity and salvation for balance the authors alternate who leads
off each chapter and each writes in light of what the other has written so
that neither has an unfair advantage
each chapter includes a section in which the author expresses i representative views of his own faith community 2 his views on common
misconceptions usually held by members of the other faith and 3 the
author s misgivings about the other faith s position Fina
fly a jointly
finally
authored conclusion assesses the differences and similarities between them
on the topic contained in that chapter

background assumptions

certain background assumptions surfaced during the process of examining the reviews awareness of these will alert readers to the general
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol38/iss3/15
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defining these assumpparadigms within which the reviewers function denning
tions will likely raise new questions that will help readers to grasp the full
scope and implications of the book
one fundamental concern is whether one can in fact speak authoritatively for a particular religion one evangelical reviewer encouraged readers
to dismiss completely the joint conclusions in the book because robinson
claims to speak for himself and not officially for the LDS church 3 the
assumption of course is that only certain people can argue the LDS posiEvange licals but who
tion in a way that would be considered valid to evangelicals
would that be the prophet the twelve no one says but the question is
important 4 to invalidate robinson s contributions simply because he does
not speak in an official capacity creates an equally difficult problem for
evangelicals
Evange licals if they argue that robinson is not to be taken seriously then
what of blomberg he too claims to speak for himself and not officially
for any one 27 should latter day saints dismiss blomberg s contribulicals doing so would
evangelicals
tions because he does not speak officially for Evange
jeopardize any attempt at interfaith dialogue
A second general problem lies in the question the book s title asks
one that the authors and reviewers believe can be and has been answered to
some degree one wonders further however about criteria by which this
question can actually be answered even assuming that it is possible to
determine the location of a theological divide how can its breadth be
measured neither the authors nor reviewers provide a measuring device
ultimately they leave that responsibility to individual readers this may
contribute not only to the irresistible attraction of the book but also to its
ultimate discomfiture
licals and even some
evangelicals
finally throughout the reviews most Evange
latter day saints apparently assume that robinson must bear the primary
burden of proof in this dialogue such an assumption is unwarranted no
arbiter imposes the burden of proof on either robinson or blomberg in
fact the authors themselves usually refuse to place this burden on one
another while they present misgivings about each other s faith neither
robinson nor blomberg attempts to exact a response with the idea that if a
point goes unsatisfactorily answered the other side has suffered defeat to
assume that either author ultimately has the burden of proof goes contrary
to the spirit of the book

scripture
Evange licals place substantial emphasis on
since latter day saints and evangelicals
scripture the reviewers agreement in favor of this topic s prominence is
strong 5 the problem arises with the question of what constitutes scripture
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for latter day saints the concept of scripture

studies

more complicated than
licals hold a narrow view of scripture confining
for evangelicals
Evange licals Evange
evangelicals
their definition of scripture to the bible and to a lesser extent certain christian creeds latter day saints define scripture to include not only the four
standard works in the official canon but also a host of inspired statements
made by modern prophets in addition the LDS view of scripture can
extend to insights originating within the sacred confines of personal revelation while the latter two sources are uncanonized and therefore not
binding on the church as a whole most latter day saints consider them
extremely valuable primarily because they provide a more personal and
contemporary body of divine direction for latter day saints these
benefits far exceed any difficulty inherent in the idea of an open canon 6
critiquing the authors views of LDS and evangelical definitions of
scripture was a central task for most reviewers of HWD they find several
issues to be of principal significance and they hope for further clarification
from the authors
licals are quite outspoken on what constitutes
As expected Evange
evangelicals
scripture the issue of an open canon occupies a prominent place in their
reviews of chief concern are robinson s arguments that the bible itself
does not propound the idea of a closed canon and does not purport for
itself to contain all necessary revelation from god on the one side according to evangelical reviewers robinson s arguments in favor of an open
canon still do not adequately address evangelical arguments in protest
licals neglect to deal
evangelicals
against the LDS approach 7 on the other side Evange
with the degree to which the bible itself contains information that is helpful but not essential for salvation with this in mind why should evangel
icalas
icals require latter day saints to demonstrate that their additional
scripture is necessary for salvation would evangelical soteriology be materially altered by the loss of a chapter or two from second chronicles probably not similarly even if the LDS scriptures added nothing to christian
soteriology what they do contain could still on the model of much of the
bible be the word of god
licals is robinson s attempt to explain the funcevangelicals
troublesome to Evange
tion of modern prophetic statements reviewers are unsure of the credence
latter day saints give such statements seemingly accepting some as scripture while rejecting others in what appears to an outsider to be a haphazard utilitarian manner 8 the problem is the lack of a well defined criterion
mormonism
that governs such decisions discussions in the encyclopedia of
ofmormonism
about the LDS view of scripture may prove helpful in this regard 9
scriptural inerrancy is another issue that dominates the reviews evan
gelicals
ge licals and latter day saints alike express concern and even surprise at
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some of robinson s comments on the subject of particular note is robinson s insistence that latter day saints could accept the evangelical chicago
statement on biblical inerrancy 57 some reviewers are concerned that
such a position misrepresents what many latter day saints believe or
should believe 10 of consequence is robinsons
cisn
robinsons statement that there isn
isntt a
verse of the bible that he does not personally accept and believe 21
this one sentence provides reviewers with several rounds of ammunition 11I A major repercussion is the question it raises about LDS concerns
regarding scriptural literalism and also about the joseph smith translation
of the bible 12
the last scriptural issue on which evangelical reviewers focus is the
question of historical evidence 13 in their view robinson is either attempting to conceal incriminating information or fails to realize the significance
of historical evidence
LIDS
LDS reviewers have a few concerns of their own concerning the
evangelical concept of scripture the first pertains to the function of
the creeds blomberg argues that the creeds serve to summarize biblical
propositions robinson alternatively is convinced that most evangeli
cals see the creeds not merely as summaries but as inspired interpreters
of the bible in robinson s view if the creeds operate in the latter manner blomberg needs to reconsider the legitimacy of LDS scriptures in
addition to the bible since one of their functions is also to interpret or
clarify the bible 72
A frequent refrain in robinson s arguments is that greek philosophy
influenced the creeds to the point that they cannot function as inspired
biblical interpreters some reviewers concluded that this argument is misguided 14 but it raises issues that need further attention first whether or
not the creeds were influenced by philosophy strictly speaking they are
still extracanonical and therefore should be as objectionable to evangeli
cals as any other nonbiblical
non biblical scripture 15 second since there are many
creeds some with significant differences how is it possible to know which
creed is right
A final scriptural issue that warrants attention is blomberg s belief that
the bible is somehow binding for the salvation of all people regardless of
whether they are aware of its saving message blomberg addresses this vexing problem by pointing to three orthodox christian theories that explain
in one way or another how it is that god can hold people accountable for
truth they never directly received nor recognized 171 72 one LDS
LIDS
reviewer expressed displeasure with this notion arguing that it denotes a
cruel god who gives his children an unchangeable nature and then punishes them for it 16
1
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godhood and deification
according to the authors and reviewers the most divisive issue
Evange licals and latter day saints is each faith s understanding
between evangelicals
of god s nature 17 though some reviewers praise the authors for their careful approach to this sensitive topic 18 several important items remain to
be clarified
evangelical reviewers are puzzled by the LDS view of deity of foremost concern is whether latter day saints believe in a finite or an infinite
god though robinson insists that latter day saints worship an infinite god
licals remain unconvinced they cite two primary reaevangelicals
78 many Evange
sons for this
first they claim that robinson s statement seems to run counter to
doctrines contained or implied in joseph smiths
smiths king follett discourse
Evange licals these sources
and lorenzo snow s famous couplet 19 to evangelicals
clearly imply a time in which god was not god if this is true god must
have had a beginning as god and hence cannot be infinite evangeli
cals have difficulty understanding how one can accept the king follett
and the couplet as normative 85 and yet still believe in an infinite
god 20 second they assert that numerous LDS scholars have explicitly
stated or implied that LDS theology denotes a finite god 21 while evan
licals would like to believe robinson they point to the work of other
gelicals
ge
LDS scholars to show different points of view within the LDS community
on this critical issue 22
Evange licals is robinson s evidence in favor of an
also worrisome to evangelicals
infinite god evangelical reviewers argue that just because latter day
licals use the same omni adjectives to describe god
evangelicals
saints and Evange
fhy
bly mean latter day saints worship the same infinite
fly
necessarily
this does not necessar
god 23 similar terminology need not connote similar belief to evangeli
cals terminology must be defined on the basis of usage and where usage
differs this difference must be recognized
on the other side of the coin one LDS reviewer finds equally serious
problems with blomberg s arguments on the nature of god blomberg
insists that christ was both fully god the creator and fully human the
creature yet he does not believe that humans can take on certain incommunicable attributes 96 to that reviewer blomberg s argument
violates a basic law of logic the law of noncontradiction which asserts
that a thing cannot both have and not have the property in question
in this case the properties in question are the attributes of humanity
and the attributes of divinity it is not logical to argue that christ had
both while at the same time to deny that what is truly human can ever be
truly divine 24
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christ and the trinity
although this third chapter as with the final exchange regarding salvation has received far less attention from the reviewers than the first two
chapters these subjects are still of utmost significance to latter day saints
and evangelicals
Evange licals the nature of the godhead is a vital issue A major theme
for most reviewers is the degree to which christ is subordinate to the
father and to what extent if any christ was subordinate at the time of
the atonement
robinson explains that latter day saints believe the son is subordinate to the father and the holy spirit is subordinate to both the father and
the son 131 in this view christs subordinate state is permanent and was
licals however do
therefore in effect at the time of the atonement Evange
evangelicals
not concur blomberg points out what he believes is a major flaw with the
LDS doctrine namely if christ was ever less than fully god even when
he assumed a human nature then he is by definition not the kind of
infinite deity necessary to atone for our sins and to pay the infinite price
required for our purification 118 25
Evange licals robinson s arguments on christ s nature are
to some evangelicals
illogical they cite for example the problem that arises when robinson
interprets scriptures in a particular order during his discussion of the
ic
oneness of the godhead robinson cites john 1411 to support his position 130 he interprets it however in the context of john 1721 22 somelicals object to because these verses come later in the narrative
evangelicals
thing Evange
in their view one should interpret john 1721 22 in light of john 1030 and
1126
26
john 1411 since they occur prior in the narrative 3326
similarly one LDS reviewer expressed difficulty with blomberg s view
of the godhead and with his critique of the mormon view he argues that
Blom bergss explanation of the trinity is insufficient because it does not
blombergs
blimbergs
blomberg
clearly indicate the degree of closeness between the father and the son
it appears that blomberg prefers a view which he believes retains something like hebrew monotheism as much as possible while also keeping the
1127
27
distinction between the father and the son 3127
however while blomberg
is emphatic that latter day saints have separated the father and the son
too much to meet this requirement by giving each of them a glorified
body blomberg fails to realize that his own position requires a radical
separation 28 by claiming that the son has a body while the father does
not blomberg essentially asserts that the son thus has a nature and
capacities that the father not only lacks but can never have how is this
supposed to maintain an identity between father and son compatible
1129
29
with hebrew monotheism29
monotheism
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LDS reviewers are frustrated that blomberg insists the LDS view of
christs
christs subordination to the father is erroneous especially bothersome is

his statement that historic christianity has always insisted on balancing
christ s functional subordination with his ontological equality 117
according to one reviewer this type of talk is vague im not sure what
blomberg means by historic christianity but if it includes the earliest
christians who wrote the new testament then his insistence on ontological equality seems to me misdirected I1 cannot find that word or even the
30
in general latter day saints find it ironic
concept anywhere in my bible 1130
that anyone who believes in the incomprehensible trinity should comalses view of the godhead is illogical
plain that someone elses

salvation
and evangelical reviewers have mixed reactions concerning the
treatment of salvation in HWD some view this topic as the area in which
the two faiths have the most in common 31 others however see the authors arguments as possibly misleading
A divisive issue among reviewers is their differing perceptions of how
well the authors have explained the scriptural concept of grace their reacBlom
blombergs
bergs assessment that robinson
tions are most likely prompted by blimbergs
comes tantalizingly close to historic christian affirmations of salvation by
grace alone but then just stops short of them 179 not surprisingly this
licals who see it as a positive sign that LDS thinking
evangelicals
pleases some Evange
31
satisfaction
shifting away from a works enhanced view of grace 32
may be shirting
Evange licals at least
with robinson s position on grace is not limited to evangelicals
one LDS reviewer expressed pleasure that robinson s understanding of
grace is directly in line with LDS scriptures 33
other reviewers however are reluctant to accept robinson s interpretation of grace one evangelical worries that excitement over robinson s
seemingly compatible view of grace will obscure the fact that other LDS
doctrines may still be divergent 34 another thinks that robinson is misguided in his attempt to equate LDS teachings on salvation with the
31
arminian position 35
one LDS reviewer argues that the way robinson interprets grace is
more along protestant than mormon lines he worries that the idea behind
robinson s well known bicycle parable is more protestant than mormon 366 he finds that the bicycle parable though effective in some ways is
about amounts of grace and works rather than the conditional salvation
taught by modern revelation 37
at the same time blomberg is not immune from criticism for his
views on salvation one LDS reviewer found problems with his and
robinson s understanding of the relationship between faith and works
LDS

11
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the two authors seem to

insist that works follow automatically from faith
or grace 187 as if works are a mere afterthought that play no role in our
3138
1138
38 according
salvation 0138
to that reviewer however the scriptures render
such a separation of faith and works a false dichotomy like a body with39
out a spirit 1139
also of concern to that reviewer is blomberg s worry that latter day
saints emphasize keeping the commandments more than they do relying
upon grace 178 80 to him this indicates that blomberg misunderstands
the grace that the apostle john teaches in the scriptures 40 this grace
focuses on the unconditional divine love that we accept by reciprocating
love however conditions to abide in the relationship require keeping the
41
commandments 1141
in other words the LDS emphasis on works comes
directly from the teachings of john 42
different interpretations of grace of course may serve only to highlight the fact that grace may not mean exactly the same thing in the writings of john as it does in the letters of paul or in the epistle of james in the
face of biblical ambiguity latter day saints welcome the clarity found in
the book of mormon s description of the plan of salvation

overall assessment

the numerous

reviews of how wide the divide provide strong evidence that the book is achieving its main purpose several latter day saints
and evangelicals
Evange licals now appear anxious to engage in meaningful dialogue
the reviewers have identified several issues that call for further attention
BYU studies is honored that robinson and blomberg have agreed to
respond below to some of these issues and to further the healthy dialogue
they have initiated before they continue we echo the reviewers conclusions As paul owen and carl mosser see it
stephen robinson and craig blomberg have done the members of their
respective religions a service in writing this book both should be commended for their efforts to present their views with clarity to deal with the
issues hones
honestly
dy and to display a charitable attitude in the process how wide
the divide is one of the most important books ever to be written on mormonism anyone with an interest in mormonism who has not yet read this
book dare not wait any longer things have changed latter day saints no
longer have an excuse for expressing their views with imprecise language bad
licals no longer
terminology or pejorative anti
evangelical rhetoric Evange
evangelicals
antievangelical
have an excuse for not trying to understand contemporary latter day saint
theology on its own terms for sloppy scholarship or for employing pejorative anti mormon rhetoric craig blomberg and stephen robinson have
changed the tone of discussion to a level appropriate for those who call themselves christians we can all hope and pray that others will follow the path
these two have pioneered 43
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1141
45
44 the civility 1145
virtually all reviews have commended the good spirit 1144
46 As blake ostler
and the irenic and charitable attitude of the authors 1146

concludes
amazingly they carry on a conversation worthy of being called christian
regarding the concerns and agreements they have with one another they
have jointly authored an important book that is a model of informed discus41
cormons and evangelicals
evange licals 47
sion about issues affecting mormons

we still may be waiting and looking for the answer to
the question just how wide is the divide we may well be on the right track

thus although

toward reaching an answer
11
II

REPLY BY STEPHEN E ROBINSON

from my perspective evangelical reaction to HWD has been self

contradictory at best and perhaps even schizophrenic at worst on the one
hand certain reviewers have been positively vicious in their denunciation
of the book and its authors on the other hand HWD received an annual
best book award from the mainstream evangelical weekly christianity
today april 271998 while the book has been damned as a mormon plot
Evange licals it was co authored by a respected
designed to proselytize evangelicals
evangelical scholar was published by a leading evangelical press and
spends as much effort explaining evangelical beliefs to its latter day saint
readers as vice versa some evangelical reviewers have praised the book as
a landmark in LDS evangelical relations and understanding but others
nern argument characterizing me
hominem
homi
have resorted to unrestrained ad hominern
slubbering
slobbering
bering idiot
among other things as a calculating liar and blomberg as a slob
how does one account for these surprising extremes in evangelical
evaluations of the same work the answer is actually very simple those
evangelicals
Evange licals who are genuinely interested in understanding latter day
licals who believe the
evangelicals
saints generally find HWD helpful those Evange
book should have been written as a proselytizing weapon to be used against
latter day saints generally hate it 1I have found that positive and negative
reviews have fallen rather neatly into the categories of either scholars and
anti cultists and their retinue
academics or professional anticultists
izing
demonizing
the latter s negative reviews are not surprising after all demon
mormons
the enemy is a common strategy in warfare thus militant anti cormons
generally evaluate the book only on how well it accomplishes their propaganda goals and since blomberg has failed to demonize latter day saints
co author can only be seen by these militants
the book and its evangelical coauthor
anti cultists the proper focus of any such
in negative terms for so called anticultists
book should be not intellectual truth and understanding but strategy and
tactics in proselytizing
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among evangelical intellectuals academics and scholars however
HWD has been much better received hence the best book award based on
a large poll of evangelical thinkers this I believe is because such individuals better understand that a dialogue is not a contest and they also tend to
1

be more focused on gaining correct understanding than they are on winning though this emphatically does not mean that they have agreed with
my position or beliefs I1 have discovered to my surprise I1 must admit
that most evangelical thinkers like gamaliel of old are willing to hear both
sides and that most are actually pleased at blomberg s opportunity in
HWD to present a sympathetic treatment of evangelical beliefs to a large
LDS readers this then is the polarity that explains the wide
number of
oflds
oflas
divide in evangelical opinions toward this book
perhaps 1I should mention that 1I began this project with considerable
author and
mistrust looking for the hidden dagger in every move of my co
coauthor
his publisher in the course of time however I1 learned that both blomberg
and all those I1 worked with at intervarsity
Inter Varsity press were truly christian
men and women of great integrity and it pains me to see them maligned by
cormons as they are at the
extremists in their own camp for representing mormons
beginning of the twenty first century 1I want to note that after all is said
and done neither of us converted each other in fact the book ends with a
Evange licals and latter
number of points on which blomberg and I1 and evangelicals
day saints are still definitely at odds 1I am still a devout latter day saint
and blomberg is still a devout evangelical and yet we do understand each
other better we like each other more and we have in some small measure
reduced the amount of religious intolerance and hatred in the world neither of us believes in a god who would be displeased with these results
of course the great unfairness in judging HWD by its proselytizing potential is that neither blomberg nor I1 took any thought for proselytizing in
composing the book thus instead of evaluating the book according to the
purposes for which we wrote it the negative reviewers on both sides
of the divide have rather charged us with writing the wrong book yet as we
two scholars came to know each other it became clear that latter day
saints and evangelicals
Evange licals do not usually understand each other it often follows that they do not like each other either therefore the purpose of the
lytes on either
proselytes
proselyter
book was to increase understanding rather than to win prose
side for that endeavor we have been criticized particularly blomberg
whose intellectual sandals in my opinion his critics are not worthy to loose
most of what I would say to the reviewers in this forum has already
been said at greater length in the book itself I1 find in this fact evidence that
the reviewers either have not read HWD did not understand it or have
simply dismissed its arguments without considering them moreover the
design of HWD did not imagine that we would attempt to respond to every
1
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issue raised many of those have been addressed elsewhere for instance
questions regarding various details of book of mormon historicity there
are however a couple of negative themes in the reviews that 1I would like to
respond to briefly
flimsiest
iest in my judgment is the claim that my views as expressed
the flims
in HWD are not representative of real mormonism some evangelical
reviewers have accused me of intentional deception on this point while
others have merely dismissed me as an aberration out of harmony with the
LDS mainstream professional anticultists
anti cultists in particular are forced to deny
my LDS orthodoxy since my beliefs are so incompatible with the caricature
Evange licals over the years
they have created and presented to their fellow evangelicals
if my testimony is allowed to stand they will find themselves in the same
boat with the silversmiths at ephesus with lost income to match their
lost credibility
the christology and soteriology that 1I laid out in HWD which my critics label as either deceptions or aberrations are found at greater length in
two books I1 wrote previously for LDS audiences believing christ48
Christ48 and following christ 49 each of these books received both the best book and best
doctrinal book awards from the independent LDS booksellers in 1995
and 1996 respectively in addition 1I received the deseret book award for
exceptional contribution to LDS literature for writing believing christ
together these two books have sold almost a third of a million copies in an
english speaking LDS market of about 5 million persons the remarkable
success of these books as well as the almost total lack of negative criticism
from within the LDS community render evangelical charges of misrepresentation
sen tation without merit while it is true that only president hinckley can
officially declare the doctrines of the church it is at least clear from the
above that my beliefs are commonly found in the LDS church and that
they are considered within the bounds of LDS orthodoxy
though 1I am like paul embarrassed at the need to commend myself
in defense of my credibility 1I seem forced by some reviewers to do so I am
an active latter day saint 1I am a former bishop in the LDS church 1I
am one of a handful of latter day saints to hold a doctorate in religious
studies duke 1978 and I1 have learned the religious terminology of
protestants by teaching religion at both methodist and presbyterian colleges 1I have been at BYU in the department of ancient scripture for thirteen years six and one half of those years serving as department chair
I1 have served the LDS church both officially and unofficially in discussions
with other denominations and continue to do so today for example southern baptists who are familiar with the SBC video the mormon puzzle
will have seen me answering doctrinal questions on mormonism for that
documentary at the request of LDS leaders the charges that my beliefs
1
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are not real mormonism constitute the last desperate ad hominem of
anticultists
anti cultists terrified of finally losing their monopoly on interpreting morlicals for years they have like ventriloquists scripted
evangelicals
monism to Evange
and delivered both sides of the discussion and they don t like the muzzle
finally being taken off the other side
one area in which both LDS and evangelical reviewers have had trouble involves the difference between scripture and canon for evangeli
cals these terms are almost synonymous but this is not true for latter day
saints who believe that scripture with a lower case s can be whatever
an individual personally receives as inspired by the holy ghost but scripture in this latter sense is always personal and individual and there is
no guarantee that the inspiration an individual receives related to noncanonical sources will always be correct however the canon of scripture or
cl
the standard works is what the church led by its prophet has collectively received as inspired by the holy ghost my patriarchal blessing might
be scripture for me but it is not therefore a valid source of doctrine for
the whole LDS church president hinckley is certainly aware of his authority to canonize anyone s sermon statement opinion or blessing wherever
and however expressed but so far he has declined to do so though previous prophets have canonized sections 137138 and official declaration 2 in
the doctrine and covenants no new doctrine is the doctrine of the
church until it has been so canonized by addition to the standard works
all the rest is homily interpretation or application that may be very good
and profitable but it does not enjoy the same status as the standard works
latter day saints tend to blur this important distinction when they think
individually rather than collectively if they confuse policy decisions and
their application with doctrinal declarations or if they forget that even
general authorities sometimes disagree among themselves in their intercormons on the other
pretations
pretat ions of the standard works militant anti mormons
hand also blur the distinction because most of their ammunition comes
from noncanonical LDS sources
of HWD is that 1I insist that
another point of controversy over my part ofhwd
the LDS god is infinite I believe this and 1I will continue to insist on it
simply because that is what the standard works say and because they never
say the opposite section 20 of the doctrine and covenants the extremely
important articles and covenants of the church states by these things
we know that there is a god in heaven who is infinite and eternal from
everlasting to everlasting the same unchangeable god the framer of
heaven and earth and all things which are in them v 17 verse 28 goes on
to say which father son and holy ghost are one god infinite and eternal without end amen to me that seems pretty straightforward god
and his attributes are also described in the book of mormon as infinite
1
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see 2 nephi 110
lio
ilo
ino 97 2516 mosiah 53 284 alma 3410 14 helaman 121

moroni 83
on the other hand I can find no description of god in the standard
works as finite if some LDS writers want to adopt the philosophical
argument that an embodied god can t be infinite the incarnation of
christ notwithstanding they are certainly free to do so but they cannot
do so without contradicting the canonical scriptures of the church which
define LDS doctrine on this point and if some whiz kids want to attempt
explaining their philosophical objections to me I1 shall be amused at the
prospect of finite theologians telling an infinite god what he can or cannot
be or do the doctrine of the church as stated in its standard works is that
god is infinite
1

111
III

REPLY BY CRAIG L BLOMBERG

am grateful for this opportunity to respond to matthew connelly
and BYU studies fine summary of various published reviews of HWD
considering that it was produced from an LDS viewpoint 1I find its summaries and assessments to be about as even handed and representative as
one could expect only occasionally does it seem to depart from an objective evaluation by engaging in a little of its own apologetic 50
an even more comprehensive survey of responses to HWD would
include published reactions in recent books as well as a number of more
popular level evangelical journals for example in the last two years evan
licals have produced books such as Is the mormon my brother discerngelicals
ge
ing the differences between mormonism and christianity which criticizes at
numerous points both my material and stephen robinson s 51 the counterof mormonism the great divide between mormonism and chrisfeit gospel ofmormonism
tianity which criticizes only robinson s material 52 and mormonism
unmasked confronting the contradictions between mormon beliefs and true
christianity which does not explicitly refer to HWD but which is based in
part on an unpublished paper delivered in 1997 to the evangelical theological society that did explicitly review and critique both authors 53 in addition hank hanegraaff takes us to task in the introduction to his revision of
walter martins kingdom of the cults 54 As for journals james white sharply
criticizes HWD in the christian research journal 55 as does L L veinot in
the midwest christian outreach journal 56 stephen F cannon concludes
bfll mckeever
bill
that the divide is still wide in the quarterly journal 57 while ball
line review 58 on the other hand
and eric johnson feel similarly in an on
online
much more positive assessments appear in reviews found in first things 59
truth quest journal 60 and in several articles in the watchman expositor 61
1I
m sure there must be additional LDS responses as well but I1 am personally unaware of any published versions 62
1I
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of course

in addition to all of the published material 1I have received
countless responses in person over the telephone and through letters and
email A substantial majority of these responses from both evangelicals
Evange licals
and latter day saints has been extremely positive and encouraging but
there has also been a minority of sharply critical responses from both
camps because it may not be entirely clear it is important to stress that the
Evange licals mouw and owen and mosser are highly affirming
reviews by evangelicals
of HWD and even the more mixed review by pement generally approves of
the dialogue but simply feels that it was premature to put it into printed
form sivulka appreciates my contribution but questions robinson on
scripture clearly the book creates a polarized response few remain neutral about it fortunately however the publisher my own seminary community and the baptist church in which I1 am an elder have all remained
uniformly supportive of me in this endeavor
before dealing with the various responses to HWD 1I would like to
defend myself against what 1I believe is an unwarranted criticism one that
is not mentioned by the reviewers summarized above but needs attention
nonetheless clearly there were specific statements that 1I made in the book
which 1I realize in retrospect could have been better clarified to take just
one oft cited example 1I refer to my remarks in the book on the three
sources of much evangelical knowledge about latter day saints polemical
anticult
anti cult literature doorstep conversations with missionaries and information from ex latter day saints who left the church with some bitterness
22 from this seemingly harmless information my critics have accused
cormons are bitter most anticult
anti cult literature is
me of saying that most ex mormons
cormons of
anti cult literature is written by bitter ex mormons
polemical and most anticult
course none of these statements logically follows from my comments nor
do they accurately reflect my intent 1I am aware of many well informed
outreach ministries to latter day saints and also of many
nonpolemical
non
polemical
that are not
rather than attempting to respond to the reviewers point by point as
summarized above an impossible task in the compass of a short response
of this nature let me identify what 1I believe are three dominant recurring
issues among the reviewers who are more critical of HWD first many
evangelicals
Evange licals doubt whether robinson is representative of current LDS
thinking this is not quite the same point as the matter of robinson not
speaking in an official capacity evangelical reviewers recognize that he is
an academic and not a church authority but the real issue is whether his
way of phrasing many of his positions which seems to put him at times
Evange licals does in fact reflect the majority perspective or
quite close to evangelicals
even a significant minority view within both the more official leadership
of the church and the broader grassroots membership I1 m convinced
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from a variety of sources and conversations that contra the speculation of
some robinson very much remains in the good graces of LDS leadership
and represents the views of at least a significant segment of church authorities particularly significant in this regard are the published commendations of robinson s writings by elder dallin H oaks one of the current
6311I am much less in a position to evaluate
twelve apostles of the church 61
how comparable robinson s views are to the average person in the pew
As I1 indicated at several points in HWD several of robinson s own reflections seem at times to distance him from more conventional ways of phrasing LDS doctrine 53 54104 5179 82 64 but since 1I wrote the book virtually
every mormon of the dozens I have met or who has contacted me has generally approved of robinson s approaches the LDS reviews by ostler and
england do demonstrate scholarly dissent from robinson at several points
yet do not make him out to be aberrant overall
A second major theme is that several critical reviewers suspect that
robinson is deliberately withholding information that would cast the LDS
perspective in a quite different light this is particularly true they argue
when robinson does not discuss instances where latter day saints are
divided on issues of doctrinal significance such criticisms however
are unjustified clearly the two of us along with our publisher agreed to
limit our dialogue to four central and typically divisive doctrinal questions
so obviously both of us had to leave out issues and remarks on related topics that we might have made in a more wide ranging study few informed
latter day saints would deny that differences on doctrinal issues exist
among themselves least of all robinson the foregoing summary itself for
example points to the diversity of LDS discussion on such questions as Is
god finite or infinite or was he ever finite does robinson wittingly
or unwittingly reflect more of a protestant than an orthodox LDS understanding of grace and Is robinson s nuanced approval of the chicago
statement on biblical inerrancy a faithful reflection of his tradition s
understanding of the doctrine of scripture or not
expanding on just one of these areas of divergence francis beckwith
observes
1

in how wide the divide stephen robinson claims that evangelicals
Evange licals often
accuse latter day saints of believing in a limited finite or changeable god
but there is absolutely nothing in the LDS scriptures or LDS beliefs to justify
such a charge I ve never heard any such proposition stated in my church
never in light ofwhat
of what has been covered a reference to competing LDS views
similar to those cited above it is difficult to understand how a man of professor robinson s acumen can make such a claim 65
1

beckwith goes on to note david paulsen s doctoral dissertation in which he
presents the LDS view of god as a form of finite theism by citing numerous
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LDS authorities and then proceeds to give a philosophically sophisticated
66
defense of mormon finite theism 1166
like beckwith and ostler in his review I1 am unable to resolve these conflicting claims

the third major area of criticism is directed

toward my contribution to
distinct ives of
HWD some reviewers fear that 1I have too compromised the distinctives
evangelicalism or while adequately articulating our views have not engaged in a vigorous enough rebuttal of robinson still others question the
value of such a dialogue apart from explicitly evangelistic motives and
many have pointed to our joint conclusions particularly the lists of agreements and disagreements at the end of the book 195 96 as making the
divide between our respective communities seem much narrower than it
actually is again I1 remain unconvinced of the accuracy of any of these
charges while nevertheless conceding as is the case with any published
work that after the fact one can see ways in which various points could
have been expressed more clearly or forcefully
particularly troubling to me however is the way in which few if any
reviewers from either the evangelical or LDS communities acknowledged
or interacted with several somewhat less common or more creative points
which 1I tried to raise in my part of HWD for example the historical argudistinct ives of the book of mormon fit perfectly
ment that so many of the distinctives
i8oos but make very little
into the world of pioneer america in the early 18oos
sense in some ancient middle eastern or central american context 48 49
seems to have been largely ignored or more generally the argument that
historians like textual critics prefer the harder reading and recognize
that complex and ambiguous developments tend to spawn the desire to
simplify and remove ambiguities seems to have been mostly overlooked
51 52 there is no question that in every one of the doctrinal areas which
the book discusses classic orthodox christianity arrives at various impasses paradoxes or other puzzling co nundra that the old and new testaments do not directly address or totally resolve thus it is entirely natural
off
that later offshoots
shoots of the christian tradition should wish to avoid or
resolve the enigmas surrounding the doctrine of the trinity the divine and
human natures of christ the fate of the unevangelized and so forth
whereas it seems to me incomprehensible and virtually impossible that a
religion should have at one stage in its history solved all of those problems
as neatly and tidily as mormonism does with all trace of those resolutions
then vanishing for nearly two millennia 108126
108126
io
8126
at the end of the chapter on salvation 1I thought that one of my more
important contributions was the application of pascal s wager to the debate
between the two communities this famous philosophical argument asks
each conversation partner in an interreligious dialogue to reflect on what is
at stake if one person s views are wrong and his or her opponents views are
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correct 1I concluded that far more is at stake for the faithful mormon if his
or her views should turn out to be false than for the evangelical that perspective
spec tive alone seems to me to some extent to commend evangelical faith
183 86 but again these more distinctive contributions seem largely to
have been passed over by reviewers in favor of criticizing me for not perpetuating
petua ting more conventional arguments
perhaps even more frustrating than the reviewers failure to comment
distinct ives of my contribution to HWD are the numerous more
on the key distinctives
informal reactions 1I have received that speculate about what 1I intentionally
did not say in the book the most obvious and important of these is the
issue of whether I1 believe a mormon who accepts all of the LDS authoritative teachings can in fact legitimately merit the title christian besides per
haps in some very broad and relatively meaningless sense by which every
protestant catholic or orthodox church member however nominal or
sectarian would also be included stephen robinson of course believes
that the answer to this question is yes and he has devoted an entire book
6711I still remain to
to the topic which itself has spawned numerous reviews 67
be persuaded of this claim thus it became very clear early in our conversations with one another and with our prospective publishers that little
progress would be made if our book deliberately debated that topic
I1 therefore explicitly make the disclaimer in HWD that this book does not
mormons are
licals and cormons
evangelicals
intend to address the question of whether Evange
both in certain instances bona fide christians however well worthwhile
that issue might be to discuss 199 n 6 I realize in retrospect that it was ill
advised to relegate this comment to what 1I thought would be formatted as a
footnote but which turned out to be an endnote that has probably been very
little read nevertheless reviewers who commit themselves to respond to a
work in a public medium have an obligation to read the entirety of the volumes they review and not to distort or misrepresent in their responses the
authors claims and intentions while many people who have interacted
with me formally or informally have picked up on this point an astonishing number of the book s severest critics from both sides have either ignored
or refused to believe my statement and insisted that 1I am indeed trying to
cormons are bona fide christians 6 8 the seminary
claim that at least some mormons
with which 1I am affiliated even had to write a letter to elder oaks appealing
LIDS
LDS
to him to help stop this rumor apparently being promoted by llos
lios missionaries since a nationally known baptist denominational leader had reported
to our school that this was exactly what was happening
the most egregious published misrepresentation of my views of which
1I am aware appears ironically in a newsletter from an organization entitled truth in love ministries in their june 1997 issue an unsigned
review declares that 1I go so far as to say that I1 am thrilled to discover
1
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7369
69
evangelical mormonism in robinson s dialogue 1169
in fact my wording in
the book reads 11I would be overjoyed if I1 learned that there might be an
evangelical mormonism just as increasing numbers of roman catholics
or seventh day adventists are abandoning their legacies of works centered
religion 182 1I then go on to note other questions that 1I would need to
raise that make it clear from the context that 1I do not believe such an
evangelical mormonism yet exists the article in which 1I am misrepresented is also quite a polemical attack thus demonstrating that at least in
this instance the organization speaks neither in truth nor in love it is
worth adding that 1I am not the first to raise the possibility of an orthodox
christian element existing among latter day saints in 1991
iggi richard
mouw president of fuller seminary wrote a sidebar
sidecar in christianity today
entitled evangelical mormonism70
mormonism70 in his article mouw discerns a trend
among at least a handful of leading mormon scholars and writers who
appear to be moving noticeably closer to historic christian orthodoxy
all of this leads me to a more general concern despite our american
tradition of democracy and the historic protestant emphasis on the
priesthood of all believers it seems that north american evangelicalism
has no forum for objectively debating highly charged and sensitive issues
without potentially incurring the wrath of self appointed watchdog individuals and communities while 1I am delighted how frequently deseret
bookstores have stocked and promoted our work 1I am disappointed at
how many evangelical christian bookstores have refused to do likewise
booksellers obviously cannot read every book they might consider stocking so they rely heavily on secondhand recommendations unfortunately
the blurb which appeared in christian retailing very soon after the book
was published concluded with the comment be careful when recommending this book it may confuse seekers and prove disconcerting to new
believers 11771 these cautions maybe
may be true of much christian literature and
they may explain why the average christian bookstore stocks proportionately little of academic substance and why in turn even within evangelical
and LDS congregations there is widespread biblical illiteracy 1I am afraid
that many booksellers were scared off
by our volume early on without ever
offby
offey
having the opportunity to read and evaluate it for themselves in fact if 1I
have learned some lessons from my critics they include how few of them
read the work in its entirety and how many refused to evaluate our jointly
authored comments clearly the most controversial part of the volume
in light of the remarks we each made in our separately authored sections in
addition numerous persons who have not even read the book at all nevertheless continue to pass on inaccurate and prejudicial information about it
from sources to whom they have given more trust than they merit

I

11

1
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notwithstanding I1 am sure all these tendencies are not unique to
evangelicals
Evange licals given the caution that robinson exercised throughout the
Des
erets ultimate unwillingness
editing process of our book and given desprets
deserets
despite initial interest to publish the book it is obvious that there is a
potential process of formal or informal censure that goes on among latter
day saints as well further evidence of this is provided by En glands and
ostler s reviews which lament the sometimes inappropriately harsh intra
LDS debate we could wish that these states of affairs were not as they are
but there seems to be little that individual scholars can do at the moment
to reverse the trends
so what then is the next step the summary above begins by stating
that our book is a bold attempt to conduct an ongoing civil dialogue
mormons and evangelicals
Evange licals this may have been robinson s unbetween cormons
expressed intention I1 do not know mine was the more modest one of conducting only one civil dialogue between one prominent mormon and one
evangelical new testament scholar nevertheless 1I would be delighted if
others followed in our footsteps and improved on the areas in which we
have been deficient it seems to me however that the potential fallout is
too great for most scholars in both communities to attempt anything much
beyond what we have done thus far what does seem workable among
people of good will in both faiths is some kind of wide ranging conference
or series of conferences involving a broad cross section of evangelical
biblical scholars and theologians representing numerous institutions and
denominational traditions and several representative LDS scholars these
two groups could give papers engage in panel discussions or generate
other kinds of conversations in which each community attempts to reflect
the diversity of acceptable perspectives within their movements and then
compare and contrast the results in this way no individual would have to
bear the brunt of the inevitable criticisms by their constituency s watch
dogs and whatever common conclusions emerged would clearly reflect
more than the personal positions of individual scholars whether anyone
in either of the two communities has the will to attempt to organize and
convene such gatherings remains to be seen I1 would be happy to help and to
participate but 1I am no administrator plus I1 am a bit too shell shocked for
the time being
byustudies
studies is an
nevertheless even this three part exchange of views in BYU
follow up to HWD and 1I reiterate my thanks for
important and strategic followup
evangehcal
being asked to participate the tone and rhetoric of past eras of evangelical
LDS exchanges need not continue ours is an age of unprecedented interreligious dialogue on many fronts even if our two communities are among
the last to join in at least with one another let us hope that a new century
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and millennium will bring new overtures toward truly fulfilling paul s command to speak the truth in love eph 415 not least to each other 72

ebly is an editorial assistant at BYU studies stephen E robinson
ehly
efly
matthew R Conn
connelly
is professor of ancient scripture at brigham young university and craig L blomberg is
professor of new testament at the denver seminary
1i B H roberts the mormon doctrine of deity the roberts van der donckt
doncet discussion 1903 reprint with a foreword by david L paulsen salt lake city signature
books 1998
2 several reviews ofhlvd
of HWD by such authors as paul owen carl mosser blake T
ostler william hamblin daniel peterson roger cook and david L paulsen are
slated for publication in a forthcoming special issue of FARMS review of books we
have worked with prepublication versions of these reviews
Evange licals francis beckwith and howard hoffmann hold that robinsons
3 evangelicals
arguments are not authoritative and should therefore be taken with a grain of salt
francis J beckwith and W howard hoffmann review of HWD in christianity today
november 171997 59
4 if readers are dubious about the way robinson represents LDS ideas they may
consult various authors in the encyclopedia of mormonism ed daniel H ludlow
4 vols new york macmillan 1992 and latter day christianity provo utah FARMS
and religious education 1998 for two other recent scholarly attempts to state orthodox LDS doctrines for a non LDS audience
Evange licals owen and mosser emphasize the issue of the different canons
5 evangelicals
and the nature of the works in those canons is the wellspring from which many of the
other differences flow accordingly the idea of scripture should be discussed as fully
as possible since the question of what god has and has not revealed is a question of
utmost seriousness owen and mosser review of HWD forthcoming in FARMS
review of books
6 for additional perspectives on the LDS doctrine of an open canon see john W
welch and david J whittaker mormonism s open canon some historical perspectives
on its religious limits and potentials provo utah FARMS 1997
7 owen and mosser believe robinson s argument against a closed canon is
unsubstantiated because it avoids the real questions which are what body of information is necessary for salvation and does the bible contain this information they
claim that only by approaching the issue in this way can robinson make a strong case
licals for the possibility of an open canon in addition they state that if
evangelicals
to Evange
robinson wants to show the inferiority of the evangelical view it would behoove
is lacking in the bible and how uniquely
him to demonstrate what information
latter day saint canonical sources supply this indispensable data owen and mosser
are also concerned that robinson fails to respond convincingly to blomberg s arguments for the plausibility of a closed canon based on traditional criteria owen and
mosser FARMS review
8 beckwith and Hoffina
hoffmann
nn argue that robinson s emphasis on the words of living prophets to the exclusion of those from dead prophets provides him with a convenient escape clause that allows him to avoid directly addressing the discrepancies
found in the words of the modern prophets according to beckwith and hoffmann
robinson s own epistemology might force him to deny even some of joseph smiths
prophetic pronouncements beckwith and hoffmann review of HWD 57 59
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latter day saint blake ostler finds similar problems in robinson s scriptural
arguments he asserts that robinson contradicts himself by insisting that the only doccormons are those found in canonized scripture according to
trines binding upon mormons
ostler such a position is
hard to square with his robinson s view that the ultimate authority in the
latter day saint community resides in living prophets for he has no prindis
cipled basis for rejecting the sermons of dead prophets in the journal of
otdis
courses as opposed to sermons of the living prophet which he accepts as the

ultimate guarantee of accurate interpretation of scripture blake T ostler
review of HWD forthcoming in FARMS review of books
9 see

mormonism 31277 84
scripture in encyclopedia of
ofmormonism
difficult to resist the impression
10 evangelical eric pement argues that it is
io
that dr robinson is merely using the chicago statement to gain the confidence of
evangelicals
Evange licals and that he himself is either ignorant of its contents or somehow
believes that errors and false statements in the autographs do not affect inerrancy
eric pement Is mormonism christian review of HWD in cornerstone 26 no 112

l99844

199844
1998 44

ostler criticizes both robinson and blomberg for affirming the doctrine of
inerrancy as set forth by the chicago statement in my opinion numerous insuperable
problems dictate the rejection of inerrancy in general and inerrancy as promulgated
in the chicago statement in particular according to ostler the doctrine of inerrancy
is among other things incoherent and untenable and he is particularly stunned that
robinson apparently accepted the chicago statement on biblical inerrancy as consistent with his latter day saint beliefs especially after he went to such great lengths to
cormons
Mor mons view
explain that he as a mormon believes that scripture is in the mormons
recorded by men who can and do make mistakes ostler FARMS review for text critical concerns see the FARMS review by william hamblin and daniel peterson
evangelical robert sivulka argues that robinson and blomberg may not in fact
share the same understanding of inerrancy according to sivulka while blomberg
believes that the bible manuscripts are inerrant as they were originally given via their
writers robinson believes that they are inerrant only when they are translated correctly sivulka points out two possible problems with robinson s view first if as
robinson notes it is possible to mistranslate or to misinterpret the hebrew and greek
or to misinterpret
or nephite texts 57 then surely it is possible to mistranslate
the living prophet what this means is that contrary to robinson epistemologically
there is never any guarantee of doctrinal correctness 57 for the church nor any
assurance that the written word will be interpreted and applied correctly to new contexts 58 not even if god himself were to state the same thing in a more contemporary way second silvuka argues that it is possible for the person who interprets the
translation the living prophet to communicate the revelation fallibly silvuka asserts
that the question of whether this could occur is one that robinson never directly
answers and it is this question that raises ambiguity in his presentation particularly
pp
ap 56 58 robinson could really be agreeing or disagreeing with blomberg and other
evangelicals
Evange licals that the prophets and apostles were infallible in communicating that revelation sivulka would like to see robinson clarify his position on this issue in his view
if robinson agrees that prophets can possibly communicate revelation fallibly then it
is impossible for him to claim that he and blomberg share the same understanding of
inerrancy sivulka also criticizes blomberg who seems oblivious to this distinction
between his own understanding of an inerrant original text and robinson s possible
11
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understanding of an inerrant direct revelation with a resulting possible fallible text
robert M sivulka similar yet different review of HWD in dialogue A journal of
mormon thought 31 no 3 1998 196 98
ii latter day saint eugene england says it was surprising to read robinsons
rather complete capitulation to what seems like scriptural literalism
it was especially surprising after his accurate summary of the rather liberal mormon understanding through modern revelation that god speaks to his
hisservants
servants in their weakness after
the manner of their language dac
d&c 124 eugene england review of HWD in this
issue 196
pernent
pement
fernent makes this point though dr robinson says he believes every book
every chapter every verse of the bible neither he nor dr blomberg inform us that
cormons
according to the JST the songs of solomon are not inspired writings since mormons
believe the JST is inspired does robinson reject the song of solomon pement Is
mormonism christian 44
12 owen and mosser are perplexed by the JST issue they argue that according
to robinson s own criteria logically the JST should be a part of the latter day saint
standard works that is unless robinson wants to advocate a position recognizing a
division between authoritative scripture and unauthoritative scripture in which case
the term scripture becomes meaningless owen and mosser FARMS review
LDS and evangelical readers
13 owen and mosser are discouraged about this
alike will be disappointed that robinson fails to give objective reasons for believing
these additional works should be added to the canon that he does not defend them
fads to offer any
falis
falls
fahs
against blomberg s criticisms and especially disappointed that he fails
evidence in favor of their historical veracity owen and mosser FARMS review
14 evangelical richard mouw says

anyone who is tempted by this de hellenizing
heflenizing rhetoric
should read john
courtney murray s the problem of god there the great jesuit thinker convincin gly demonstrates that the classical creedal formulations about being
vincingly
and substance were not impositions of alien philosophical categories but
the result of a necessary search for words that would capture the sense of
readings of the biblical texts
misreadings
misleadings
scripture to guard against dangerous mis
richard J mouw can a real mormon believe in jesus review of HWD in
books and culture 3 no 5 119971
1997 11 15
not the problem robinson makes it
out to be
the problem comes when devotion to prior philosophical paradigms or
religious dogmas blocks acceptance of new revelation or leads to the commitment to
two incompatible traditions of religious beliefs this prior devotion may have
been what robinson intended by his comments if so it was lost on ostler ostler

ostler feels that philosophical precision

is

FARMS review
15 the very existence of the creeds regardless of their use complicates blomberg s
arguments against LDS scriptures for example blomberg argues that the book of
mormon is superfluous if it agrees with the bible then it is not necessary if it disagrees
with the bible then it is not scriptural and should be rejected this same argument
however can be applied to the creeds for a discussion of other problems raised by the
traditional creeds see the FARMS review by roger cook
16 england review 198
17 to emphasize the significance of this issue owen and mosser paraphrase the
Evange licals
authors conclusion the doctrine of god is where the divide between evangelicals
and latter day saints is greatest and it is from our differences concerning god that
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most if not all of our other theological differences arise

owen and mosser

FARMS review

owen and mosser believe robinson s discussion of deification was cogently
presented and insightful he notices that the ontological distinction between creator
and creatures is perhaps the heart of the of the disagreements between us for latter
day saints maintain that gods work is to remove the distinctions and barriers between
us and to make us what god is owen and mosser FARMS review
ostler says 1 I believe that robinson has elucidated a profound and insightful view
1I
of deity and grace
want to emphasize that robinson has done an outstanding job
in describing how humans become gods that is consistent both with mormon scriptures and the bible ostler FARMS review
in encyclopedia ofmormonism
of Mormonism 2553 55 and
ig
19 see K codell carter godhood
Mormonism 2291 92
donald Q cannon king follett discourse in encyclopedia of
ofmormonism
20 owen and mosser say that because robinson allows for the doctrines in the
king follett discourse and lorenzo snow s couplet he leaves the non LDS reader
wondering why these two statements should be taken as exceptions to his often stated
reminder that scripture is normative sermons are not
they would also like
74
not74
mormonism when he wrote
robinson to clarify what he meant in the encyclopedia of
ofmormonism
the father became the father at some time before the beginning as humans know
18

2549 they want to know exactly what he meant in this context since strictly
speaking he writes of a beginning to god s role as a father not of a beginning to gods
existence as god in addition owen and mosser are unsure of what robinson is
implying by his statement that god the son was undoubtedly once a man and that did
not compromise his divinity they say in latter day saint theology jesus was already
a god before his incarnation Is robinson implying that the father likewise experigod man rather than merely a man like the rest of us owen and
enced mortality as a godman
mosser FARMS review
21 owen and mosser cite several LDS scholars who appear to hold this view
david L paulsen in the comparative coherency of mormon finitistic and classical
theism phd diss university of michigan 1975 ann arbor mich university
microfilms 1975 blake T ostler in the mormon concept of god dialogue A journal of mormon thought 17 no 2 summer 1984 65 93 blake T ostler in a review of
francis J beckwith and stephen E parrish the mormon concept of god A philosophical analysis in FARMS review of books 8 no 2 1996 99 146 david L paulsen and
parrisis
Parris hs the mormon concept of god in
blake T ostler in a review of beckwith and parrishs
international journal for philosophy of religion 35 no 2 1994 118 20 james E
faulconer in a review of beckwith and parrish s the mormon concept of god in BYU
studies 32 fall 1992 185 95 and sterling mcmurrin in the theological foundations
of the mormon religion salt lake city the university of utah press 1965 26 27
see david L paulsen the doctrine of divine embodiment restoration ludeo
christian and philosophical perspectives BYU studies 35 no 4 1996 82 89 and
pauksens
Paul sens views on scripture god s
his FARMS review for further expositions of paulsens
nature and salvation
owen and mosser write
it

robinson may not believe in

a finite deity and it may be that he does
find the concept repugnant as do most evangelicals
Evange licals perhaps he believes
that a finite deity is an improper object of worship he may even agree with
us that these other latter day saints are mistaken about the virtue of a finite
Evange licals are errodeity but it is simply inaccurate for him to say that evangelicals
neous in their perception of latter day saints as advocates of a unique form
of finite theism owen and mosser FARMS review
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england is also concerned that robinson s argument for an infinite god is misdirected and plays to evangelical critics at the expense of valid prophetic statements
england review 197
23 owen and mosser state we do not deny that latter day saints describe god
with the various omni terms
but we feel that in latter day saint terminology the
meaning is so far removed from standard usage that it serves only to miscommunicate they argue that robinsons failure to make a distinction between evangelical
blombergs
bergs failure to insist on it is a weakness of both their preand LDS usage and Blom
blimbergs
sentations in their view LDS usage of omnipresent would probably be more accuwhich is different from the evangelical view
rately described as omni influential
that describes god as one having personal presence everywhere owen and mosser
22

FARMS review
ostler also sees problems with

it is

robinson s usage of the omni terminology
important to keep straight that when latter day saints use such

they mean something different than the same terms in classical
terms
as finite
theology
robinson acknowledges this with respect to terms such affinite
asfinite
changing and limited but seems to insist that the omni attributes are
cormons and evangelicals
somehow univocal for both mormons
evange licals this position can
only lead to confusion and further charges that latter day saints are somehow not being up front ostler FARMS review

blombergs
blimbergs
bergs acceptance of the so called incommunicable
ostler argues that Blom
attributes of god leads to an incoherent view of the fully human and fully divine jesus
christ according to ostler this is so because it violates the law of noncontradiction
he surmises that blomberg holds this view because of his belief in the two nature theory of christ as promulgated in the chalcedonian creed of 451 AD yet ostler finds sev24

eral problems with this theory

one is that

the two nature theory is ultimately incoherent because the entire person of
christ is essentially uncreated ontologically necessary as god whereas
humans are necessarily created ontologically contingent at least on
blomberg s view blomberg s christology thus implicitly violates the law of
noncontradiction nothing can be both created and uncreated in the same
respects ostler FARMS review

owen and mosser support blombergs
Blom bergs argument claiming that it is especially
blimbergs
difficult for robinson to hold this position when the bible phil 25 8 and the book of
mormon alma 3410 14 imply or state that christ remained fully
tufly god during his
experience of mortality and that it was the infinite jesus who wrought the atonement
owen and mosser FARMS review
26 owen and mosser FARMS review
27 ostler FARMS review
28 ostler FARMS review
29 ostler FARMS review
30 ostler FARMS review
31 owen and mosser for example find the divide between blomberg and robinson to be the narrowest on the topic of salvation owen and mosser FARMS review
32 owen and mosser expect that
25

licals will find that in many ways robinsons presentation alleviates
evangelicals
Evange
some fears and concerns they have had about the LDS doctrine of salvation
whether or not what robinson describes has always been latter day
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saint theology or even if he represents what most latter day saints currently
believe we leave for others to determine we are encouraged by what we read
if robinson s views are in fact representational of the direction in which
latter day saint theology is headed owen and mosser FARMS review
ostler states 1 I enthusiastically endorse robinsons statement of grace and salvation as a view not merely compatible with mormon scriptures but required by
them by agreeing with robinson s view of grace and salvation ostler argues that it is
difficult for blomberg to imply as he does on p 182 that robinson is a closet evangelical and that latter day saints are really committed to salvation by works ostler
33

FARMS review
34 mouw says

should 1I be pleased to see robinson making that confession perhaps 1I can
honestly say that I would like to be pleased I certainly find nothing wrong
evangel izing said those
with the way he says it here if someone whom I was evangelizing
same words with obvious sincerity I would be hopeful that I had witnessed a
genuine conversion why then am I reluctant to rejoice when a mormon
says them because I still worry about the larger set of beliefs and practices
in which this confession is nested mouw can a real mormon believe in
jesus 14
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

eric pement argues that the LDS and arminian positions cannot be compared
LDS theology teaches that almost everyone will be saved and therefor four reasons 1i LIDS
fore the need for faith is eliminated 2 LDS teach that god cannot forgive certain sins
LIDS
LDS and arminian definitions of justification are different and 4 the LIDS
LDS underlios
3 llos
standing of eternal life is different from that of biblical theology pement Is mormonism christian 47
36 england review 193
37 england asserts that the crucial difference is as I1 see it that between an
absolute god giving us relief from his absolute demands of justice because we have no
merit and a loving father helping us to become christlike because we can t do it alone
he continues salvation is not a quid pro quo reward or punishment by god but a
state of being or lack thereof and of spiritual growth toward godhood achieved
through whatever combination of grace and choice and effort best works for each of
us england review 193194
38 ostler FARMS review
39 to support his assertion ostler cites james 217 james 222 and james 226
40 ostler concludes this from the following evidence
john teaches that we love god because he first loved us i john 419
god s unconditional love precedes our response he has already accepted us
we accept gods unconditional offer of love of saving grace by reciprocating love if we accept god we love him and if we love him we keep his
commandments john 1421 23 2 john 26 if we keep god s commandments then we abide in his love john 1510 11 1i john 322 24 we
know god interpersonally if we keep his commandments i john 23
to know the only true god and jesus christ whom he sent is life eternal
john 173 if we keep the commandments then the love of god is perfected in us and we know that we are in him i john 25 the love of
god transforms us into sons of god and when he appears we shall be like
him for we shall see him as he is 1i john 32 because this hope purifies us as
he is pure 1i john 33 ostler FARMS review
35
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ostler FARMS review
42 in ostler s words neither robinson nor the latter day saints invented this
emphasis on keeping the commandments as a condition to abiding in god s love it is
a part of the johannine expression of grace ostler FARMS review
43 owen and mosser FARMS review A joint review by evangelical bill calderwood and LDS mark evans strongly agrees in spirit catalyst march 1999 9
41

44 england review 192
45 mouw can a real mormon believe in jesus 14
46 pement Is mormonism christian 47
47 ostler FARMS review
48 stephen E robinson believing christ the parable of the bicycle and other
good news salt lake city deseret book 1992
49 stephen E robinson following christ the parable of the diver and more good

news salt lake city deseret book 1995
50 for example arguing for the LDS view of an open canon or asserting that my
arguments against the book of mormon could also apply to the creeds note 15 and
accompanying text above
51 james R white Is the mormon my brother discerning the differences between
mormonism and christianity minneapolis bethany 1997
mormonism the great
ofmormonism
52 francis J beckwith and others the counterfeit gospel of
divide between mormonism and christianity eugene ore harvest house 1998
53 R philip roberts mormonism unmasked confronting the contradictions
between mormon beliefs and true christianity nashville broadman and holman 1998
54 walter martin the kingdom of the cults ed hank hanegraaff minneapolis
bethany house 1997 13 14 hanegraaff selectively cites our work to make it appear
that I1 no longer believe in evangelism despite my explicit and italicized disclaimers to
the contrary 191 27 of HWD
55 james white review of how wide the divide christian research journal 20
november december 1997 48 51
why the divide midwest christian outreach journal july
56 L L veinot

august

1997

6 9

stephen F cannon still wide the divide A critical analysis of a mormon
and an evangelical in dialogue quarterly journal 17 no 4 1997 i 12 18
september 1997
58 bill mckeever and eric johnson how wide Is the divide
57

1

httpwwwmrmorgarticlesdividehtml
59 alan goff brief notice of HWD in first things no 77 november 1997
60 ronald enroth other evangelical views of how wide the divide

61

62

truth

quest journal i no 3 1997 7
61 jason barker christians and interreligious dialogue
watchman expositor 15
no 4 1998 4 8 jason barker the key to effective religious dialogue watchman
expositor 15 no 4 1998 9 12 jason barker new religious movements religious
dialogue watchman expositor
expository
15 no 4 1998
13 1419 21
62 1I did however receive eight tapes from KSL radio salt lake city of various
shows and forums reflecting a diversity of LDS response to the book between june and

october 1997
63 dallin H oaks

another testament of jesus christ

ensign 24 march

66
64 compare the similar experiences and reflections of carl mosser why evan
gelicals
ge licals need to take the new mormon scholarship seriously orlando ETS no1994

vember 1998
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beckwith and others counterfeit gospel 76 referring to robinson in HWD 92
beckwith and others counterfeit gospel 76
mormons christians salt lake city bookcraft iggi
stephen E robinson are cormons
1991
see ostler FARMS review
milwaukee ore truth in love ministries june
truth in love letter milwaukie
cou
gordon lewis wrote and pointed out this information to
cof
league
i997 i 2 after my colleague
19971
them they did publish a retraction in their september 1997 newsletter p 4 apologizing
for the error but giving no explanation for how it originally came about and continuize against and misrepresent the books function
ing to polemicize
polemic
70 richard mouw evangelical mormonism christianity todays november
65
66
67
68
69

1991

30

david daniels how wide the divide christian retailing 43 may 51997 62
72 since this article was first submitted I have received the very positive double
review of HWD by evangelical bill catherwood and LDS L mark evans in spirit catalyst march 1999 9
71

1
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